NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1. ALL RESISTORS ARE 1% 0603.
2. ALL CAPACITORS ARE 16V 0603.
3. THE INTERMEDIATE BUS IS VDD=5.0V
LTC2975 CH2 POWER STAGE, VOUT=2.5V

LTC2975 CH3 POWER STAGE, VOUT=3.3V

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1. ALL RESISTORS ARE 1% 0603.
2. ALL CAPACITORS ARE 16V 0603.
3. THE INTERMEDIATE BUS IS VDD=5.0V

CUSTOMER NOTICE

LTC TECHNOLOGY WAS FIRST TO DESIGN AND MANUFACTURER SIX-SIDE BALL MOUNT, THERMAL MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS TO MEET DENSE AND RELIABLE DESIGN WITH THE INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS. DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS AND FEATURES ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.LINEAR.COM.
LTC2975
4-CHANNEL POWER SYSTEM MANAGER
FEATURING ACCURATE ENERGY MEASUREMENT

INTERMEDIATE +5V BUS AND DIODE-OR

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1. ALL RESISTORS ARE 1% 0603.
2. ALL CAPACITORS ARE 16V 0603.
3. THE INTERMEDIATE BUS IS VDD=5.0V

CUSTOMER NOTICE
LINEAR TECHNOLOGY WAS FORMERLY KETTLE/HEADQUARTERS MANSFIELD, OHIO. IT WAS DECIDED TO BRING OUR DISTRIBUtORS TOGETHER TO FOCUS ENERGIES ON DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. THIS IS NOT A COVERED PRODUCT TO RESEARCH IN THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. APPLICATIONS SUPPORTED BY THE COMPANY ARE ACCESSIBLE TO ALL CUSTOMERS. THIS PRODUCT MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS FOR RELIABILITY. EXCITE LINEAR TECHNOLOGY. WEBSITE AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION.